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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Studies on the relationship between language and music have been done for a long time. 

In addition to comparing their similarity in processing and evolutionary from a cognitive 

perspective, many studies also discuss the interface of the structure in music and prosody, 

and the contour in language tone and music melody. This dissertation focuses on the two 

aspects of music and language interface. With Zuoquan folk songs as a carrier of analysis, 

this research tries to figure out how melisma, a common music technique used in 

traditional Chinese music, plays a role in expressing the relationship between music and 

language. Through observation, it is found that melisma reflects the stress in the prosodic 

structure of language to some extent. Also, by using melisma, the enriched melody on 

most of the syllables corresponds to the tonal contour of the syllable. In conclusion, 

melisma is indeed a cue to represent the interface of music and language.  
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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 The main research question 

The relationship between music and language, especially for some tonal languages, have 

been studied from many perspectives. In the field of cognitive neuroscience, researchers 

study the relationship between language, music and brain (Patel 2008), the evolutionary 

and developmental relationship between music and language (McMullen & Saffran 2004), 

the learning and processing of music and language (Besson, Schön, Moreno, Santos and 

Magne 2007), etc. In addition, to compare the structure properties of music and language 

from a theoretical perspective, researchers have studied the interface between the tonal 

profile and musical melody contour (Lu 2017, Schellenberg & Bryan 2018), the 

comparison between musical structure and syntactic structure (Lerdahl 2013, Asano & 

Boeckx 2015), and the parallel of musical elements (e.g. meter and beats) and the prosodic 

structure (Caroline & Kelly 1992, Heffner & Slevc 2015, Brown 2017).  

Following the footsteps of previous studies on the properties of music and language, 

with Zuoquan folk songs as the main research materials, this dissertation aims to talk 

about the interface of music and language from two perspectives: (1) the parallel of 

prosodic structure and musical structure, and (2) the tone-tune correspondence. The 

rationality of this proposal can be reflected from one of traditional Chinese art form, the 

classical metrical poetry. First of all, Chinese ancient metrical poetry is usually composed 
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with five or seven syllables. The division of its prosodic structure is basically fixed. For 

metrical poetry composed with five syllables, the rhythm is usually divided as [two 

syllables + two syllables + one syllable]. For metrical poetry composed with seven 

syllables, the rhythm is usually divided as [two syllables + two syllables + three syllables], 

in which the last three syllables will be divided into [two syllables + one syllable], or [one 

syllable + two syllables]. Analogy to traditional folk songs, most of their lyrics are in 

units of five or seven syllables as well. For example, the two units of lyrics in (1-1) are 

composed of seven syllables.  

 

(1-1) The two units of lyrics chosen from a Zuoquan folk song. 

 

待 到 | 五 月 | 杏 儿 熟，大 麦 | 小 麦 | 又 扬 花 

Pinyin: dai dao   wu-yue   xing-er shu  da-mai   xiao-mai  you yang-hua 

Gloss:   until    May    apricot  ripe  barley    wheat  again blooming 

Translation: The apricot is ripe until May. Barley and aheat is blooming again. 

 

These two units of lyrics are chosen from 汾河流水哗啦啦 Fen he liu shui hua la la 

‘The Water of Fenhe River Clatters’. The ‘|’ between some syllables in (1-1) means the 

division of the prosodic structure, which is meet the regularity of two [syllables + two 

syllables + three syllables]. This example shows that the structure of folk songs may also 

maintain the prosodic structural feature like the metrical poetry.  

Besides, in terms of the tonal property, the chanting of the metrical poetry requires a 

rule that the tune needs to follow the tonal contour. By doing this, the poetry will be 
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represented just like a melodic song. But as for the tune contour of folk songs, because of 

the extra musical melody, there may be some inconsistency between the tonal contour 

and the melody contour. At this time, it is very possible for the singers to make a subtle 

change of the melody in some ways, which keeps the tone-tune correspondence without 

destroying the overall music. 

There is a kind of musical technique commonly used in Chinese folk songs, which 

may be a medium when dealing with the relationship between music and language. This 

technique is the use of melisma, which will be introduced in chapter three in detail. 

Certainly, musical technique will definitely make effect on the music melody, such as to 

supplement and improve the deficiency of melody (Yang 2017), or to assimilate the 

characteristics of local dialect into songs and strengthening the unique charm of folk 

songs when singing (Yu & Xu, 2015). However, the use of melisma would also be a cue 

to reflect some language features related to the prosodic feature and tonal information. 

The example in (1-2) provides some support to this view.  

 

(1-2) One music measure of a Zuoquan folk song. 

 

 
      Melody 

Lyric                  
Pinyin:                tao-hua-hua ni-jiu hong  lai        

Gloss:              peach blossom you Prt red ah        

Translation:            Peach blossoms red. 
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The example in (1-2) is one music measure chosen from 桃花红杏花白 tao hua 

hong xing hua bai ‘Peach Blossoms Red, Apricot Blossoms White’. The music is given 

in simple musical notation so that 1 corresponds to the first note on a major scale and 7 

to the last. Higher octaves are indicated with dots over the number and lower octaves 

under. Rhythmic modulations are indicated using underlines. A number without any 

underline is a crotchet. A single underline halves that into a quaver and a double underline 

into semiquaver. The rhythm of the first three syllables at the first beat is a quaver plus 

two semiquavers, which means the first syllable 桃 is on the strong position of music, 

while the latter two 花花 are on the weak position. Interestingly, the syllable 桃 also 

uses a melisma , which may indicate the stress position of the prosodic phrase. 

Moreover, after adding melisma, the melody contour of 桃 becomes a rising one, which 

coincides with the tonal contour of this syllable in sandhi position (Chapter 4 will describe 

Zuoquan tones in detail). This phenomenon is not accidental. It is observed that most 

syllables with melisma appear on the strong musical position in Zuoquan folk songs, and 

the melody contour that melisma form also mostly indicates the tonal contour of the 

syllables. Therefore, here is the main research question of this research. 

 

(1-3) The key research question of this dissertation. 

What is the role of melisma used in Zuoquan folk songs to show the feature of the 

prosodic structure of Zuoquan dialect and the profile of Zuoquan tone? 
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1.2 The data used in this research 

In order to find out the answers to this question, real song recordings of Zuoquan are 

collected. Ten real song recordings have been chosen from the album King of Singing, 

which contains a lot of typical Zuoquan folk songs and belongs to a Zuoquan folk singer 

named Shi Zhanming. These ten folk songs have been listed in Appendix 1. According to 

Laing and Wee (2016), parameters of representative subject include threes aspects: inherit 

the oral culture of the dialect; use the dialect frequently; recognized by the community. 

From the three aspects, Shi Zahnming is representative because of the following reasons. 

Firstly, his families are good at music for generations, and he learned how to sing Zuoquan 

folk songs from his father, which means he inherits the oral culture of Zuquan dialect. 

Secondly, he lived in a remote village of Zuoqaun for about 40 years and he cannot speak 

Mandarin, which means his language is rarely influenced by Mandarin and can preserve 

the features of Zuoquan dialect. Thirdly, his singing is recognized as typical Zuoquan folk 

songs by his community, and he was awarded as inheritance people of Zuoquan folk songs. 

Zuoquan folk songs have been mainly passed down in an oral art form for a long time. 

There are no musical scores at first. In order to rescue this art form in the last century, the 

basic melody of a large number of Zuoquan folk songs have been recorded in a hurry, 

without recording the melisma that is rampantly used in the singer's actual singing. 

Therefore, this research will not use the published musical score, but to transcribe the ten 

Zuoquan folk songs according to the singer’s singing. During transcribing, there are two 

aspects that need special attention. One is to add the melisma that the singer uses in the 
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songs but may not be written in the initial composition. The other is to get rid of the 

restrictions of standard music measure in Western music theory because the rhythm of 

most Zuoquan folk songs is not so regular. The musical scores will be demonstrated in 

Appendix 2.  

 

1.3 Research processes 

The research process mainly has three stages. Firstly, based on the musical scores of 

the ten Zuoquan folk songs, all the syllables with melisma in each folk song are selected 

out to summarize the regularity of position melisma appears and the preference of melody 

contour that each tone carries. In the folk songs, some sentences are composed with 

meaningless words sometimes, like the sentence 啊个呀呀呆 a ge ya ya dai ‘ah…’. In 

this process, syllables with melisma in such sentences will not be considered in this 

research. Then, what is the prosodic structure of Zuoquan folk songs and how are the 

stress syllables distributed will be explored. In this step, the principle of the Optimal 

Theory will be used to rank the factors that will affect the division of prosodic structure. 

After that, the last stage is to study to what extent and in what aspects that melisma plays 

a role in the tone-tune correspondence. 

 

1.4 The overview of this dissertation 

In the next several chapters, a description of Zuoquan county and its special folk songs 

will be first introduced in Chapter two, which gives us an overall understanding of the 
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characteristics of Zuoquan folk songs. Then, chapter three will explain melisma first, and 

review previous studies to demonstrate the rationality of using melisma as a medium of 

music-language correspondence. Before figuring out the function of melisma, the tone of 

Zuoquan dialect will be studied in chapter four, which involves the exploration of the 

tonal properties and the description of the contour of Zuoquan tones. This is the premise 

to study the tone-tune correspondence. Chapter five will explore the prosodic feature of 

Zuoquan dialect by comparing the musical structure and the prosodic structure, then the 

role of melisma in this process will be examined. Chapter six will focus on the melody 

melisma can form to see how it can influence the tone-tune correspondence. Finally, the 

last chapter will make a conclusion and point out the shortcomings of the research which 

can be improved in future study. 
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Chapter Two 

ZUOQUAN AND ITS FOLK SONGS 

 

2.1 Overview of Zuoquan 

Zuoquan is the name of a county in the eastern edge of Jinzhong City, Shanxi Province, 

China. The red point in the picture of (2-1) shows the location of Zuoquan county. It is 

located on the west side of the main vein of Taihang Mountain, and adjacent to other 

counties with mountains as the boundary.  

 

(2-1) The location of Zuoquan county. 

 

From: https://www.osgeo.cn/map/m0407 

Zuoquan 

https://www.osgeo.cn/map/m0407
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According to the records of Zuoquan county annals (Zhao, 1999: 11), the county was built 

at the end of the Eastern Han Dynasty, which has a history of 1700 years. Many historical 

relics, such as buildings in Ming and Qing Dynasties are still preserved now. During the 

long history, the name of Zuoquan county have changed several times. It was called 

"Liaoyang county and Liaoshan county" in history, and "Liao county" in the period of the 

Republic of China. It was not until 1942 that Zuoquan county received its current name 

in honor of the general Zuo Quan (?~May 25, 1942), who died here in the war against 

Japanese aggression during the second world war. The total land area of the county is 

2028.1 square kilometers. The population in 2013 was 164067, mainly Han nationality. 

There are four distinct seasons throughout the year, belonging to the temperate continental 

climate. Zuoquan terrain is higher in the West, North and East (with the altitude of more 

than 1200 meters in most areas) and lower in the central and southern parts (with the 

altitude of about 1000 meters). The complex topography with many mountains and peaks 

has formed the typical northern scenery of China, which also affects the life of the local 

people. In most areas, people mainly live in the tile houses. There are also cave dwellings 

built on earth cliffs for housing in the northwest, and houses built with stone walls and 

slabs in the southeast. Due to the steep mountains and inconvenient transportation, 

Zuoquan's economic type has always been dominated by agriculture. The crops suitable 

for planting here mainly include corn, millet, sorghum, wheat, etc. Other industries 

gradually developed after the founding of the People's Republic of China.  

Zuoquan county is also a place with a strong artistic atmosphere. It has been named 
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"the hometown of Shanxi folk art" by the province and "the hometown of Chinese folk 

art" by the country. Folk song is a very important part of Zuoquan art, which reflects local 

people’s lifestyle and the characteristics of local language. In recent years, Zuoquan folk 

songs have been brought about greater attention and prestige, which became more 

carefully studied. Such studies included general coverage of the art (Hao 2017), singing 

techniques (Feng 2015, Chen 2016), musicology and ethnology (Li 2009, Yao 2011, 

Yang2017), socio-cultural content (Zhou 2015), historical developments and inheritance 

(Zhao 2011). The detailed description of this art form will be introduced in the next 

section. 

 

2.2 Zuoquan folk songs 

Zuoquan folk songs also have a very long history. In the Song Dynasty, folk songs have 

been very popular. From the preserved Zuoquan folk songs, it can be seen that they have 

some similarities with some traditional operas in Song and Yuan Dynasties in terms of 

the music structure and rhyme (Xing, 2009). During the Ming and Qing Dynasties, folk 

songs were more widely spread throughout the whole county. Today, Zuoquan folk songs 

can be divided into three categories, which are Daqiang ‘Grand tune’, Xiaodiao ‘Minor 

tune’ and Zaqu ‘Potpourri’.  

Daqiang contains a set of movements, consisting of the overture, the main tune and 

the epilogue. Each part has their own tune name. Daqiang has a rigorous structure and a 

complete plot. The tune for singing is long, with many function words in the lyrics. The 
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skills for singing are difficult, so Daqiang is mainly sung by middle-aged men.  

Xiaodiao is the main part of Zuoquan folk songs. Most of the tunes for singing are 

relatively short. The lyrics can be changed or filled in some new contents by folk singers. 

Different from Daqiang, Xiaodiao is easier for people to learn and it is more popular in 

Zuoquan. Since the 1930s, a unique form of folk song has been derived from Xiaodiao, 

called Kaihuadiao (lit. “tune for blossom”). The musical structure of Kaihuadiao is most 

composed of two sentences which form a couplet. The first sentence uses “blossom” as 

an allegory to prompt the second sentence which spells out explicitly the singer’s intended 

message. The lyrics in (2-2) chosen from a Zuoquan folk song 有了心思慢慢来 you le 

xin si man man lai ‘have mind, take your time’ show how this rhetorical device works. 

 

(2-2) The “blossom” used in Kaihuadiao. 

 

 Sentence 1 Sentence 2 

 榆 树 树 开 花 榆 钱 钱 多 你 的 心 眼 儿 比 俺 多 

Pinyin: yu-shu-shu  kai-hua yu-qian-qian duo ni  de  xin-yaner  bi  an  duo 

Gloss:   elm-trees  bloom elm-flowers more    your   minds      mine more 

Tr: Elm trees bloom, elm flowers are more Your minds are more than mine 

 

In the above example, the first sentence describes that there are many elm flowers, 

indicating the real idea in the second sentence, that is, the loved one has more thoughts 

and ideas. What’s more, there is something special about the thing that can bloom. Not 

only the plants can bloom, any other objects, like the glass, the table, etc. can also bloom. 
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The lyrics in (2-3) shows this kind of “bloom”. 

 

(2-3) The bloom of “glass” in Kaihuadiao. 

玻 璃 来 你 就 开 花，里 呀 么 里 外 明 

          Pinyin: bo-li  lai  ni  jiu kai-hua   li  ya-me  li-wai  ming 

Gloss:  glass     you just  bloom, inside   inside outside bright 

Tr:    The glass blossom, which is bright from inside and outside. 

 

The ‘blossom’ in (2-3) does not mean that the glass actually blooms like a plant. It is just 

a metaphor which is intended to illustrate the brightness of the glass. No matter what kind 

of object blooms, this analogy enhances the performance of the folk songs. Kaihuadiao 

is very lyrical, most of which expresses the feeling of love and longing between lovers. 

Due to the unique artistic style which are different from those in any other area of Shanxi 

Province, Zuoquan Kaihuadiao has been accorded national intangible cultural heritage 

status in 2006.  

The last kind of folk song, Zaqu, is relatively short in length, which can be sung along 

with the rhythm of labor at any time when people work in the fields. Its metrical is free 

and the melody is single, which is suitable for people to improvise freely. 

 The contents of Zuoquan folk songs reflect local people's life and show the historical 

track and time characteristics of Zuoquan’s social life and folk culture. For example, the 

two songs 查脚 cha jiao ‘check the feet’ and 刘梅躲婚 liu mei duo hun ‘Liu Mei hides 

from her wedding’, which came into being during the period of May 4th New Culture 
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Movement (1919), reflected the ideological trend of anti-feudalism at that time. Later, at 

the time of the war against Japanese aggression during the second world war, Zuoquan is 

a political, economic and cultural center of North China. A number of folk songs 

recording key events in the war and memorizing the heroes who died in the war, such as 

左权将军 zuo quan jiang jun ‘the general Zuoquan’, came into being. After the founding 

of the People's Republic of China in 1949, with the implementation of several reform 

measures, people's lives have been greatly improved. At that time, folk songs such as 土

地还家 tu di huan jia ‘land returns home’ express people's quality of hardworking and 

their love and expectation for a better life. 

 For a long time, Zuoquan folk songs have been passed down in the way of oral 

transmission. Most songs were not be recorded in a written form, so many songs have not 

been preserved. The time that Zuoquan folk songs began to be sorted out and studied in 

the real sense is after the May 4th New Culture Movement in 1919. At present, there are 

13 editions of Zuoquan folk songs. The earliest one is 辽西县小调集 liao xi xian xiao 

diao ji ‘Compendium of Liaoxi Xiaodiao’, which was compiled and printed in 1943. 

According to the preserved folk songs, there are few Daqiang left. In fact, few singers 

can sing Daqiang after the 1960s (Zhao, 2011). The tune of Kaihuadiao is easier to learn, 

and it is most popular and widely sung in the local area. Most of the Zaqu are sung before 

or after some specific festivals. For example, 倒秧歌  dao yang ge ‘dance Yangge 

backward’ is sung around the Lantern Festival. 

 Among these three categories of Zuoquan folk songs, Xiaodiao is the most active. 
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Unlike Daqiang which is almost no preserved songs at present, the number of Xiaodiao 

is the most. The way of Xiaodiao’s preservation is not only the written version of musical 

scores, but also the recording version. And unlike Zaqu which is more flexible and 

changeable, the structure of Xiaodiao is more systematic. At the same time, the 

performance occasion of Xiaodiao does not be limited. Thus, the analysis in the latter 

chapter will only focus on Xiaodiao. 

 

2.3 Dialect features reflected in Zuoquan folk songs 

Most Zuoquan folk songs are created by the local ordinary people working in the fields. 

The lyrics are mostly improvised, using a lot of interlinings and expressions with 

characteristics of Zuoquan dialect, which shows a strong rustic feeling. An obvious 

feature in its morphology is to add a prefix “Ge” to express the meaning of “small” or 

“intimate”. This feature is widely used in the lyrics of Zuoquan folk songs, which can be 

illustrated in the following two examples in (2-4).  

 

(2-4) The prefix “Ge” in Zuoquan folk songs. 

 

a.                  山 药 蛋 开 花 结 圪 蛋 
Pinyin: shan-yao-dan kai-hua jie  ge-dan 

Gloss:   potato   blossom bear  fruit 

Tr:    The potato blossomed and bore fruit 

 
b.                  亲 圪 蛋 下 河 洗 衣 裳 

Pinyin: qin-ge-dan  xia-he  xi yi-shang 
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Gloss: loved one go down river wash clothes 

Tr: The loved person goes down the river to wash clothes 

 

In (2-4a), “圪蛋” means the small fruit of the potato. While in (2-4b), the “圪蛋” has 

been personified and refers to the loved person of the singer. By using the prefix “Ge”, 

singer’s affection is also expressed.  

 Another two dialectal features, reduplication and retroflex, are also common in 

Zuoquan folk songs. For instance, in the lyric of 桃花花你就红来 tao hua hua ni jiu 

hong lai ‘The peach blossom is red’, 花花 is reduplicated. In the meanwhile, these two 

syllables are retroflex as well, which are produced as “huar huar”. Similarly, these two 

language devices express the affection to the object. 

In addition, the use of interlinings, like 呀 ya ‘ah’, and some meaningless functional 

words, such as 啊个呀呀呆 a ge ya ya dai, also make the scenes described by folk songs 

more vivid and natural (Feng, 2015). Take the lyrics in (2-5) as an example.  

 

(2-5) The use of interlinings in Zuoquan folk songs. 

 

日 子 长 了,哥 哥 呀,见 人 心 

Pinyin: ri-zi  chang le, ge-ge  ya,  jian ren-xin 

Gloss:  time  long, loved man ah, see human heart 

Tr:    Time reveals a man’s heart 

 

In the above sentence, the use of 呀 ya ‘ah’ strengthens the tone of narration and makes 
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people have a vivid picture of the scene described by the lyrics. 

 The characteristics of Zuoquan dialect shown in the folk songs also involve the 

feature of tone. Zuoquan dialect belongs to Jin dialect. Different from the Mandarin, a 

typical feature in Zuoquan dialect is the reservation of syllables with oblique tone. Due 

to the oblique tone is relatively rapid and short, its performance in folk songs is usually 

to shorten the duration of the corresponding music notes, which may change the type of 

music rhythm sometimes. This phenomenon can be demonstrated in (2-6), which shows 

the rhythm pattern of the third measure in a Zuoquan folk song, called 桃花红杏花白

tao hua hong xing hua bai ‘Peach Blossoms Red, Apricot Blossoms White’. 

 

(2-6) The rhythm pattern of the third measure in the music score. 

 

 
Lyric              爬 山 越 岭我 等你 来呀 
                 pa-shan yue-ling wo deng-ni lai ya 

Gloss:        clime-mountain cross-ridge I wait you come ah 

Tr:           I’ll overcome the mountains and ridges and wait for you. 

 

In (2-6), the rhythm tier shows that there are four beats in this measure. X means the place 

syllables can appear. As mentioned in chapter one, Syllables with one line means that the 

length is a quaver. Two lines mean a semiquaver, of which the length is half of a quaver. 

The spot after the first X is to lengthen half the duration of the syllable. The lyric tier 

provides the lyrics in the first stanza of the song. In this measure, the rhythm of the second 

Rhythm 
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beat is a quaver plus two semiquavers, corresponding to the three syllables “越岭我”. 

However, due to the syllable “越” has an oblique tone, its duration is shortened from a 

quaver to a semiquaver in actual singing. The left semiquaver is then added to the syllable 

“我”, which makes it become a quaver. As a result, the rhythm of these three syllables is 

changed to a syncopation, which is X X X. 

In addition to the use of dialect words in folk songs and the reflection of oblique tone 

mentioned above, there may be many other linguistic features that folk songs can reflect, 

because dialect is a cultural carrier of folk songs. One of the most remarkable 

characteristics of folk songs is its close combination with the local dialect (Zhao, 2013). 

Exploring the relationship between language and music is not only helpful for the study 

of dialectology, but also of great significance for a more comprehensive understanding of 

the characteristics of Zuoquan folk songs, which is conducive to the protection and spread 

of traditional culture and art. At the same time, the combination of language and music 

can improve the establishment of a new discipline, the linguistic musicology. From the 

perspective of dialects and folk songs, it is conducive to form the theory that meets the 

characteristic of Chinese traditional culture. At present, the research in this area has not 

been in-depth. How to choose an appropriate ‘clue’ as a start also needs a careful 

consideration. In this research, melisma is regarded as a clue to make some attempts in 

this field, which will be explained in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Three 

MELISMA AS A MEDIUM OF MUSIC AND LANGUAGE 

 

3.1 A brief on melisma 

In many western music, such as the nursery rhymes "Happy New Year" and "Edelweiss", 

almost every syllable in lyrics corresponds to one music note. However, most Chinese 

folk songs are different in this respect. It is common in Chinese folk songs that one 

syllable carries more than one music note. Take a famous Jiangsu folk song 茉莉花 mo 

li hua ‘Jasmine’ as an example.  

 

(3-1) One music measure of Jasmine. 

 
                Pinyin:  hao yi-duo mo-  li-    hua 

                  Gloss: good one-CL jasmine-     flower 

                  Tr:    What a jasmine, 

 

This music measure in (3-1) is one sentence chosen from the folk song Jasmine. The 

ornamental notes may be indicated through superscript. In this example, except the 

second and the third syllable, all the other syllables carry more than one music note and 

present a contoured melody.  

 The contoured melody of the single syllable in (3-1) appeared during the 

composition process. But there is another situation where the singer adds some 
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ornamental notes during the singing process, making a syllable carry multiple notes. The 

following music score in (3-2) of the lyrics mentioned in (2-6) sung by a native Zuoquan 

folk singer Shi Zhanming demonstrates this kind of singing style.  

 

(3-2) A music measure from a Zuoquan folk song. 

 

Pinyin:     pa-shan yue-ling wo deng-ni lai ya 

Gloss: clime-mountain cross-ridge I wait you come ah 

Tr: I’ll overcome the mountains and ridges and wait for you. 

 

In this example, the superscript note  preceding the first note does not show in the 

original musical score. It is added by the singer in actual singing, and thus create a minor 

third to that accented note. On the lyric tier, this corresponds to the first syllable 爬 pa 

‘climb’ to form a rising tune. Based on the examples in (3-1) and (3-2), no matter the 

contoured melody on a single syllable appears in the composition process or in the singing 

process, that syllable will be regarded as a syllable with melisma. The definition of 

melisma is stated more explicitly in (3-3). 

 

(3-3) The definition of melisma. 

Melisma means by using more than one music notes on a single syllable to form 

a contoured melody. 
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Combining with what have been mentioned in chapter one, the position melisma will 

appear and the contour melisma can form do indicate some relationships between music 

and Zuoquan dialect. The time signature of songs used in (3-3) is 4/4, which means the 

first crotchet in one music measure is the strongest. In (3-3), the ornamental note  

appears on the most important beat of this measure, which means this syllable is the most 

accented in this measure. At the same time, the ornamental note  forms a rising tune 

for 爬 pa ‘climb’, which just corresponds with the tonal contour in a sandhi position of 

this syllable. The description of Zuoquan tones will be introduced in detail in Chapter 4. 

These correlations between music and language may show that the technique of melisma 

could be a cue to study the relationship between musical structure and the prosodic 

structure, and the tone-tune correspondence to some extent. The next two sections will 

introduce some relevant research in these two aspects. 

 

3.2 The structure of music and language 

Earlier studies about the parallel of the music structure and language structure have 

focused on two aspects. One is about the correlation of linguistic syntax and the music 

grammar. The relevant research believes that both music and language share an assembled 

recursive structure. In the syntactic structure of language, small syntactic units on the 

lower level can be embedded in a larger syntactic unit on a higher level. Similarly, musical 

structure is also composed of several units at different level, which are pitch events, beats, 

measures, and phrases from small to large. Some relevant empirical works also aims to 
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find the correlation between music and language structural manipulation (Koelsch, 2005), 

or the ability of listeners to percept the hierarchical structure in the two discipline 

(Koelsch, 2013). However, there are some doubts for these views. For example, Heffner 

and Slevc (2015) points out that even in some experiments, listeners may not be aware of 

the recursive structure of long-distance. Based on the challenges, they put forward another 

way to compare the structure of music and language, which is the parallel of linguistic 

phonology and the musical structure. This view has been received a lot of support. For 

example, Kelly (1992)’s research shows that the most accented syllable in an English 

Compound word will correspond to a strong beat in music. Meanwhile, the syllables 

which are either linguistic or musical accent usually match a greater duration than 

unaccented syllables. Similar studies have used text-setting to examine the 

correspondence between the stressed syllable and the accented music beat. For instance, 

Winn and Idsardi (2008) uses text-setting to show the stressed syllable in poetries. In their 

study, the stress of ‘gather’ in the sentence “Gather ye rose-buds while ye may” is on the 

left syllable. Thus, the syllable ‘ga-’ appears at the strongest position with a duration of a 

crotchet in the text-setting, while the second syllable ‘-ther appears at a weak position 

with a duration of a quaver, which is half of ‘ga-’. In addition, Lerdahl (2013) explains 

four abstract aspects in a syntactic hierarchy shared by both music and language, which 

are (1) a string of objects, (2) nested groupings of these objects, (3) a prominence grid 

assigned to the objects, and (4) a headed hierarchy of the grouped objects.  

In addition to these two main aspects, Asano and Boeckx (2015) has put forward 
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another level of comparison of syntax in music and language, that is “action”. They first 

point out some exceptions for the alignment of music elements and language elements in 

several aspects. For the parallel of prosodic structure and music structure, there will be 

mismatches on the music head and linguistic head sometimes. For the parallel of linguistic 

syntax and music structure, the recursive embedding of beats into beats cannot achieve 

because one beat cannot be divided further into smaller units after being assigned to each 

syllable. These gaps can be explained by differentiating the goal music and language can 

achieve. 

However, as Heffner and Slevc (2015) said, “Music is a complex system that may 

have multiple parallels in the similarly complex structures of language”, the above three 

aspects are all reasonable to some extent. As mentioned in chapter one, melisma has some 

relationship with the strong position of musical rhythm. Therefore, it may become a factor 

that indicates some correlations in terms of the musical structure and prosodic structure 

of language. 

 

3.3 Tone-tune correspondence 

Previous studies about the tone-tune correspondence involve many different tonal 

languages and are mainly from two aspects: composition and the singer. 

From the perspective of composition, researchers focus on several linguistic unit, like 

adjacent syllables or the whole sentence, to study how several consecutive syllables in a 

certain tonal language preserve their tone contrast in their corresponding melody, or to 
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examine whether the melody is parallel with the pitch contour of the whole sentence. For 

example, Yu (1963) came up with the theory of tone-tune corresponding and conflicting. 

Yung (1989) believed that there is a perfect match between music and tones in Cantonese 

Opera. Stock (1999) argued that Beijing opera also has a characteristic of tone-tune 

matches. Wee’s (2007) study of tone-tune correspondence in Mandarin shows that tonal 

contrasts of adjacent syllables are preserved at the edges in the melody. Besides, after 

summarizing the percentage correspondence between speech melody and sung melody in 

songs of nine different languages in 11 studies, Schellenberg (2012) indicated that music 

is willing to accommodate language as long as this does not interfere with the music. 

Lissoir and Demolin (2015) stated that good parallel between the spoken version and sung 

melodic lines shows that tones are realised in sung versions of khap Tai Dam. Kirby and 

Ladd (2016) also illustrated that tone-melody correspondence is fairly high in Vietnamese 

popular songs. There is also one research about the interface of tone and tune in Zuoquan 

folk songs, that is Zuoquan Minge Ciqu Jiehe Guilv Sanlun (The tone-tune interface rule 

of Zuoquan folk songs) (Li, 2012). Based on the tone system of Wang (1991), the author 

concludes that the syllable tone has a constraint effect on the melody contour. According 

to those researches, although the corresponding proportion is higher in some languages 

and lower in others, there does exist a correspondence of tone and tune overall.  

From the singer’s point of view, Schellenberg has done some studies about Mandarin 

singers and Cantonese singers to see whether they will add missing tonal information in 

the melody. For example, Schellenberg and Bryan (2018) argues that Cantonese singers 
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will use microtonal contours to reflect rising contours of Cantonese linguistic tones. 

Based on his studies, we can see that it is reasonable to observe the correspondence in 

tone and tune from the perspective of singers and focus only on the monosyllabic words. 

However, compared with the former perspectives, studies on tone-tune correspondence 

from this point are not so much. The rampant use of melisma has remained neglected. 

One of the reasons could be musical scores rarely notate subtle uses of melisma. Based 

on the previous studies, the way how tone is realized in tune is language specific. For 

Zuoquan folk songs, considering the fact that the use of melisma is a typical feature and 

will show lots of tonal information, it is better to examine the interface of tone and tune 

from the perspective of singer. 

 Next chapter will introduce the properties of Zuoquan tones to lay a foundation for 

the latter exploration of music-language correspondence. 
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Chapter Four 

ZUOQUAN TONOLOGY 

 

As discussed in Chapter three, tonal information, especially the contour profile of a 

Zuoquan syllable may be represented in the melody contour that melisma forms. A deeper 

understanding would necessitate a clear grasp of Zuoquan tonology so that one may have 

a fair description of the tones in the inventory as well as their phonological patterning. As 

will become evident in the ensuing sections, a lucid description of Zuoquan tones can be 

quite elusive.  

 

4.1 Tonal inventory 

Zuoquan dialect is a kind of Jin dialect. Studies on the phonology of Zuoquan dialect has 

remain rather scarce. The three that are available are the Zuoquan Fangyan Zhi (Zuoquan 

dialect records) (Wang, 1991), Shanxi Zuoquan Fangyan Yuyin Yanjiu (Phonetic Study on 

Shanxi Zuoquan Dialect) (Yang, 2012), and Shanxi Zhongbeibu Jinyu Shengdiao Yanjiu 

(A study on the tone of Jin dialect in North Central Shanxi Province) (Guo, 2016). 

However, these three studies do not converge on the description of the monosyllabic tone 

values of Zuoquan. The table in (4-1) provides a comparison of the Zuoquan tones 

described in these works. 

 

(4-1) Inventory of Zuoquan Tones. 
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Middle Chinese Category Wang (1991) Yang (2012) Guo (2016) 

Yin Ping [53] [31] [423] 

Yang Ping [21] [11] [33] 

Shang [53] [42] [423] 

Qu [35] [53] [53] 

Ru [2ʔ] [11ʔ] [3ʔ] 

 

While the works agree in the size of the Zuoquan tonal inventory and their Middle 

Chinese cognate, the table in (4-1) shows differences that appear to be hard to reconcile. 

Beginning with Yin Ping, Wang (1991) and Yang (2012) agree that the tone contour has 

a falling profile although they seem to disagree in the register of the fall. Wang considers 

the tone to be high falling while it is a mid fall for Yang. Guo (2016) describes the tone 

as dipping, with the initial fall that appears to be a compromise of Wang’s and Yang’s tone 

values.  

The Yang Ping category are uniformly considered in these three works to be in the 

low register, except that Guo views the tone be a mid level tone. Curiously, Guo’s work 

does not use the tone value [1], which is somewhat incongruent with the standard 

understanding that in a language, the lowest tone is given the value [1] and the highest [5] 

(see Chao 1930 where the system was first introduced). It seems reasonable to say that 

the Yang Ping tone is a low tone. 

The Shang tonal category seems to be inconsistent between these works as well, 

although that inconsistency appears to be a mirror image of the Yin Ping. Again, Wang 

and Yang seem to agree on the shape of the tone as falling, with Yang assigning lower one 
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values. Guo is the odd one out as the tone values given here are identical to that of Ying 

Ping.  

With the Qu category, Yang and Guo are in agreement this time, believing the tone 

to have a falling contour while Wang reports a rising tone. The Ru category has the 

greatest consensus in that all three agree that it is a short tone closed by a glottal stop. 

Although the pitch values are different, it is viable to say that all three consider the tone 

to be low. 

Considering that the contour of five Zuoquan tones may have some effects on the 

contour of melisma used on a given syllable, it is necessary to figure out the differences 

mentioned above and get the more accurate tone values of the five Zuoquan tones. To do 

this, the study has firstly collected a wordlist of Zuoquan dialect in which all the syllables 

are chosen from the 方言调查词表 fang yan diao cha ci biao ‘Vocabulary Table for 

Dialect Investigation’. As tone sandhi may also occur in the singing, this wordlist contains 

not only monosyllabic words but also disyllabic words (Appendix 3). The number of the 

disyllabic words are 150, involving 246 different monosyllabic words in total. The five 

tone categories can form 25 kinds of tonal combinations of disyllabic words, but since 

the second syllable may be a neural tone, there are 30 kinds of tone combinations in all. 

Since Yin Ping, Shang and Qu are more complex, more words have been designed in the 

tone combinations involving these three tone categories. Then, all the 246 monosyllabic 

words and 150 disyllabic words have been recorded by consulting a 25-year-old native 

Zuoquan female who has obtained a bachelor’s degree. The first language of this subject 
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is Zuoquan dialect, which is also the language that she uses to communicate with her 

family in her daily life. The recording has been saved in wav. format for the future analysis 

with Praat. The graphs in (4-2) below present the F0 profiles of the five Zuoquan tones 

extracted from the recording of those monosyllabic words. 

 

(4-2) F0 profiles of Zuoquan tones. 

 

From the above graph, the tonal contour of the five tones can be judged. The profile of 

Yin Ping and Shang are both high falling, which is accordance with the result of Wang 

(1991). The beginning point of Yang Ping is the lowest and its declining range is not 

significant, so that it should be uncontroversial to regard Yang Ping as a low tone. The 

extremely short duration of Ru may confirm its syllable structure ending with a glottal 

stop. The most confusing is that there are two types of tonal profiles of Qu, one of which 
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is mid falling and the other is peaking. This appears to have not been observed in the 

literature. For convenience, the two profiles are distinguished as Qu1 (for the falling one) 

and Qu2 (for the peaking one). 

In order to present each tone more accurately, it is better to calculate the pitch value 

of them. From (4-2), the approximate frequency range of each tone categories can also be 

obtained. Except Qu2, the maximum and minimum pitch values of other tones are those 

at the beginning and the end of the tone respectively, while the maximum pitch value of 

Qu2 is in the middle of the tone. The table in (4-3) shows the pitch values at the beginning 

and the end of each tone, as well as the peak values in the middle of Qu2. The standard 

deviation (SD) of each value is also calculated. 

 

(4-3) The frequency range of Zuoquan tones. 

Tone 
categories 

Pitch 
(Beginning) 

SD 
(Hz) 

Pitch 
(Middle) 

SD 
(Hz) Pitch (End) SD 

(Hz) 
Yin Ping 297 Hz 12   182 Hz 11 

Yang Ping 225 Hz 11   175 Hz 14 
Shang 291 Hz 15   179 Hz 13 
Qu1 236 Hz 8   172 Hz 9 
Qu2 235 Hz 15 269 Hz 13 211 Hz 17 
Ru 238 Hz 10   180 Hz 11 

According to the table in (4-3), the frequency range of five Zuoquan tones are from 172Hz 

to 297Hz. With these data, the tone value of each tone can be expressed with the Chao’s 

(1930) five-number tone system based on the formula of T-value method mentioned by 

Shi (1986). The formula is presented in (4-4). 
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(4-4) The formula of T-value method (Shi, 1986). 

 

𝑇 =
𝑙𝑔푥 − 𝑙𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑙𝑔𝑚𝑎푥 − 𝑙𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 × 5 

 

In the formula, x means the pitch value of the measurement point. Max means the pitch 

value of the upper limit of the frequency range of all the tones of the language, which is 

297Hz in Zuoquan tones. Min means the pitch value of the lower limit of the frequency 

range of all the tones of the language, which is 172Hz in Zuoquan tones. With the formula, 

the five different pitch levels can be calculated, which is shown in (4-5). 

 

(4-5) The frequency range of the five pitch levels. 

 

Five pitch levels Frequency Range（Hz） 
1 172~192 
2 192~214 
3 214~239 
4 239~266 
5 266~297 

 

Combining the data in (4-3) and (4-5), the five tone categories can be represented by the 

five-number tone system. Both Yin Ping and Shang are [51], which are a high falling tone. 

Yang Ping and Ru is [31]. Qu1 is [31] and Qu2 is [352]. It seems that Yang Ping, Ru and 

Qu1 have the same tone value [31], but there are some differences. Ru is different from 

the other two tones by ending with a glottal stop, which can be represented as [3ʔ]. As for 
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Yang Ping, it is lower than Qu and Ru not only from the profile in (4-2), but also from the 

sense of hearing. In addition, the standard deviation of the beginning point of Yang Ping 

is 11Hz, which means that its lowest frequency can reach 214Hz. Therefore, it is more 

reasonable to regard Yang Ping as a low tone which is represented as [21]. The table in 

(4-6) summarize the tone values of the five tone categories. 

 

(4-6) Inventory of Zuoquan tones. 

 

Middle Chinese Category Field observation by author 
Yin Ping [51] 

Yang Ping [21] 
Shang [51] 
Qu1 [31] 
Qu2 [352] 
Ru [3ʔ] 

 

In order to further understand the property of Zuoquan tones, the patterns of tone 

sandhi also have been analyzed. From the recording of those disyllabic words, the tone 

sandhi rules of disyllabic words are sorted out, which are listed in (4-7). 

 

(4-7) Patterns of tone sandhi. 

a. Yin Ping → [534]/____ Yin Ping or Shang 

b. Shang → [534]/____ Shang 

c. Yang Ping → [24]/____ Yin Ping or Shang 

d. Ru → [4ʔ]/____ Yin Ping or Shang 

e. Qu → [35]/____σ2 is not toneless 
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f. Qu → [35] or [31]/____σ2 is toneless 

g. Qu → [31] or [352]/ σ1     

 

According to the value of each tone categories and the tone sandhi patterns, there are 

several things noteworthy. On the matter of Yin Ping and Shang, there is the fact that Yin 

Ping and Shang appear to be identical in monosyllabic words thus raising the question of 

their separate categories. However, as may be seen in (4-7a) and (4-7b), Ying Ping and 

Shang appear to have different patterns when collocated with other tones. The Yin Ping 

tone surfaces as [534] when followed by another Yin Ping or Shang tone (cf. (4-7a)), but 

the Shang tone will be [534] only when followed by another Shang tone, but not a Yin 

Ping tone. Nonetheless, it is true that the separation of Yin Ping and Shang is a very 

tenuous one. When following the Yang Ping tone, for example, both appear to require that 

Yang Pin surfaces as [24], a rising tone. 

 Ru presents another interesting problem given that Ru is always accompanied by a 

glottal stop, the question as to its tonal property must be checked against two possibilities: 

firstly if it is really the same as Qu1 but of a different syllable structure, or secondly if it 

is fundamentally different from Qu1. The second possibility is one that must be considered 

given Morén and Zsiga’s (2006) analysis of Thai where the glottal stop itself is the bearer 

of a [low] tone feature. 

 Moving onto Qu, the two kinds of tonal contour make one wonder if they are actually 

two tone categories. However, because the syllables with the two kinds of Qu tonal 

contour all come from either the Qu or the voiced Shang in middle ancient Chinese, and 
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it is acceptable for the subject to produce these two contours for the same syllable of Qu, 

it is considered that [352] and [31] are two free variants of the Qu in this study. In addition, 

the allotones of Qu are special. The representation of Qu tone remains the two free 

variants when it is on the second syllable (cf. (4-7g)). When it is on the first syllable, the 

quality of the Qu tone is dependent not on the tone value of the following syllable, but on 

whether or not that syllable has a tone at all. Qu is the only tone with such a distinct pair 

of free variants when read in isolation and is the only one which sandhi patterns are based 

on whether it is collocated with a tonal or a toneless syllable. 

 To figure out these puzzles, the following section will try to explore the tonal property 

of each tone categories and see how the tone sandhi patterns are accounted for. 

 

4.2 The generation of Zuoquan tones 

In order to express the property of tone more clearly, the model in (4-8) is used in the 

following analysis. 

 

(4-8) The constituency of the tone contour (Wee, 2019). 

 

Phonological Constituent   

TBU     TBU 

tone feature   tone feature 

(e.g. syllable, foot, word, phrase) 

(e.g. segment, mora, syllable) 
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In Zuoquan dialect, the tier of phonological constituent is syllable. TBU will be mora, 

which is associated with the [high]/[low] tone features.  

 Based on what have been discussed, Yang Ping may be the least controversial. It has 

a level contour and only has one tone sandhi pattern. In (4-7c), Yang Ping alternates from 

a low tone [21] to a rising tone [24] when it follows a Yin Ping or Shang. Since there is 

no change when Yin Ping and Shang are the second syllable, they are still high falling 

tones. Thus, the pattern (4-7c) can be explained by a rule of High Spreading, which means 

the [high] tone feature will spread forward to the previous syllable. The property of Yang 

Ping and its allotones can de demonstrated in (4-9).  

 

(4-9) The generation of [Yang Ping + Yin Ping/Shang]. 
 
                Yang Ping           Yin Ping/Shang 

σ                     σ 
   
TBU            µ       µ             µ       µ 
 
Tone features     L                     H       L 

Surface          [L H] + [H L] 

 

The property of Yang Ping is originally a [low] tone feature which is allocated to two 

mora. When it is followed by Yin Ping or Shang, the second mora of Yang Ping receives 

the [high] tone feature of Yin Ping and Shang, which makes Yang Ping a rising tone ([LH]). 

 With the High Spreading rule, the tonal property of Ru and the pattern of (4-7d) can 

also be explained. If the glottal stop only influences the syllable structure of Ru, the value 

spreading 
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of Ru will also become a rising tone like Yang Ping when High Spreading works. 

However, this is not the case. The pattern in (4-7d) shows that Ru becomes a short high 

tone, which indicates that the relative low tone of Ru is affected by the glottal stop. The 

pattern of (4-7d) is illustrated in (4-10). 

 
(4-10) The generation of [Ru + Yin Ping/Shang]. 
 

Ru              Yin Ping/Shang 
σ                      σ 

   
TBU            µ       µ              µ       µ 
  
Tone features     ∅        ʔ              H       L 
 
Surface          [H (ʔ)] + [H L] 

 

It can be inferred that the expression of Ru is the constituency of a toneless and a glottal 

stop. When Yin Ping and Shang follows Ru, the [high] tone feature spreads forward. The 

[high] feature cannot be attached to the second mora because the glottal stop has already 

occupied the place. As a result, the [high] feature can only continue to spread forward. 

Since the toneless feature on the first mora is unstable, it will be substituted by the [high] 

tone feature, making Ru become a short high tone. 

 Moving on to Qu, it is a little bit complex. It seems that the values of Qu and its 

allotones are random. Nonetheless, not only for the two free variants, but also its allotones, 

the beginning value of Qu is always [3]. Considering there is no [Mid] tone feature in 

other four tone categories and the toneless sounds like a Mid tone, it is possible that the 

first mora of syllables with Qu is toneless. The tone feature of the second mora depends 

spreading 
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on whether there is a tone after the Qu. There is no tone after Qu, when Qu is in isolation, 

or at the final syllable (cf. (4-7g)) or followed by a toneless syllable (cf. (4-7f)). In these 

cases, the second mora of Qu only requires the presence of a tone feature, whether it is 

[high] or [low]. However, when there exists a tone after Qu (cf. (4-7e)), the tone feature 

of the second mora must be [high]. The graph in (4-11) illustrates the tonal property of 

Qu, in which α means the arbitrary tone feature. 

 

(4-11) The tonal property of Qu. 

 
Qu                 
σ                 

  
TBU            µ       µ              
 
Tone features     ∅       α (H/L/HL)            

* α must be [H] when Qu is followed by a tonal syllable. 

 

The reason that the tonal syllable after Qu would influence the tone feature of α may be 

because the speakers want to emphasize the syllable of Qu so that it can be distinguished 

from the latter tonal syllable. If there is no tone after Qu, it is no need to emphasize it. 

But why [high] feature is used to express emphasis has not been very clear.  

 As mentioned above, the problem of Yin Ping and Shang lies in whether they are 

really distinct in Zuoquan and whether the distinction can be captured. Since the 

monosyllabic tone value of Yin Ping and Shang are the same, and they have the same 

allotones when the two syllables are both Yin Ping or both Shang (cf. (4-7a) and (4-7b)), 
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the analysis of [Yin Ping + Yin Ping] and [Shang + Shang] can use the same structure for 

the time being. The several possible structures are listed in (4-12). 

 

(4-12) The structure of [Yin Ping + Yin Ping] or [Shang + Shang]. 
 

a. The underlying form is [H L]. 

σ                      σ 
   

TBU            µ       µ              µ       µ 
 

Tone features     H       L              H       L 

Surface          [H LH] + [H L] 

 

b. The underlying form is [HL(H)]. 

σ                      σ 
   

TBU            µ       µ              µ       µ 
 

Tone features     H       L ( H )          H       L (H) 

 

Surface          [H LH] + [H L]  

 

c. The underlying form is [HL L]. 

σ                      σ 
   

TBU            µ       µ              µ       µ 
 

Tone features     HL      L              HL     L 

Surface          [HL LH] + [HL L]  

 

spreading 

spreading 

spreading 
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For (4-12a), a high feature and a low feature are connected to the two mora respectively. 

When High Spreading happens, a [high] tone feature is attached to the second mora of 

the first syllable, which makes the first syllable a dipping tone ([H LH]). In (4-12b), it 

assumes that there is a floating [high] tone feature at the end. In general, this [high] tone 

feature does not appear, but it will be triggered by the spreading high tone of the second 

syllable, which also makes the syllable a dipping tone ([H LH]). (4-12c) shows another 

possible structure that the first mora is associated with two tone features [high] and [low], 

and the second mora also has a [low] tone feature. When High Spreading happens, the 

second mora will also receive the [high] tone feature of the second syllable, which also 

forms a dipping tone (HL LH). 

 The above attempts are reasonable to some extent. The next step is to test which 

structure that Yin Ping and Shang will choose, so that the strange pattern of [Shang + Yin 

Ping] can be explained. Nevertheless, this is very difficult. In [Shang + Yin Ping], Shang 

does not alternate to a dipping tone but remain a falling one, which shows that the High 

Spreading is blocked for some reasons. Based on (4-7b), High Spreading makes effect in 

[Shang + Shang]. This rule also works in [Yin Ping + Yin Ping]. The difference in [Shang 

+ Yin Ping] and [Shang + Shang] may reflect that tone features on the first mora of Yin 

Ping and Shang are different. The difference in [Shang + Yin Ping] and [Yin Ping + Yin 

Ping] may reflect that tone features on the second mora of Yin Ping and Shang are 

different. On this premise, the possible underlying form of Shang and Yin Ping may be 

[H L(H)] (cf. (4-12b)) and [HL L] (cf. (4-12c)) respectively. Unfortunately, these two 
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forms still cannot explain the issue of Yin Ping and Shang. If the floating [high] feature 

in [H L(H)] can be triggered by the first [H] in [H L(H)], then there is no reason to refuse 

the [H] in [HL L] to spread forward.  

However, these unsolved issues have little effect on this study. The more important 

thing is the contour of each tone categories can be determined. According to the analysis 

above, Yin Ping and Shang may have the contour of high falling and dipping. Yang Ping 

may have a level tone in citation position and a rising tone in sandhi position. The contour 

of Ru can also be regarded as a level one. As for Qu, its contours are more free, which 

can be falling, rising or peaking. The tonal property of Zuoquan tones will be expressed 

more clearly in the analysis of tone-tune correspondence in Chapter five. 
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Chapter Five 

THE STRUCTURAL INTERFACE OF MUSIC AND LANGUAGE 

 

In previous studies, one expression of the relationship between musical structure and 

prosodic structure is that the stress syllables in language prosody match the accent in 

music. To be more specific, there are two kinds of accent in music. One kind of accent is 

determined by the music time signature. Time signature is to describe the rhythm pattern 
which consists of a certain sequence of strong and weak beats of a piece of music. For 

example, the time signature 2/4 describes a pattern that the alternate appearance of one 

strong beat followed by a weak beat. When the combination of [strong + weak] appears 

once, it is divided into one music measure. Similarly, the time signature 4/4 describes a 

pattern of [strongest + weak + strong +weak] in each measure, and 3/4 describes a pattern 

of [strong + weak + weak] in each measure. In this sense, the correspondence of language 

and music is between the stress syllables in language prosody and strong beats of each 

music measure. Another kind of musical accent is expressed by the duration of each 

syllable. In general, the longer the relative duration of one music note, the stronger it is. 

(5-1) shows several possible positions that a note is more accent. 

 

(5-1) Possible accented positions for notes in music. 

a. Quaver in the rhythm of a quaver plus two semiquavers 
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b. Syncopation 

 

c. Dotted quaver in a crotchet 

 

 

All the three possible accented positions in music demonstrated above are realized 

through the variation of the rhythm. The accented note in each rhythm is circled in red. 

In the rhythm of one quaver plus two semiquavers in (5-1a), the duration of the first note 

is a quaver which is longer than the last two semiquavers. In this condition, the syllable 

on the first note will be stronger than the last two syllables. (5-1b) shows a rhythm of 

syncopation, in which the original weak beat is accented by lengthening its duration. 

Therefore, the second syllable on the syncopation position carries a note with a longer 

duration, which means it is stronger than the other two syllables. The dot in (5-1c) means 

the duration of this note will be extended by half, so that the duration of the first syllable 

will become a quaver plus a semiquaver, which is longer and stronger than the following 

syllable with a semiquaver note. 

 In addition to the several forms of accented music notes mentioned above, there is 

still a default view about the composition of strong and weak, that is stress in the former 

and light in the latter. This principle is usually used when a unit beat is composed of two 

notes of equal duration. For example, in the time signature of 2/4, if one crotchet is made 
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up with two quaver notes, then the distribution of stress is on the first notes, while the 

second notes will be weaker. 

Back to this research, the main purpose is to see how Zuoquan dialect related to its 

folk songs in terms of stress. Generally speaking, languages can be divided into three 

categories from a typological perspective, which are stress language (e.g. English), tonal 

language (e.g. Chinese), and the pitch-accentual language (e.g. Japanese). For tonal 

language, to study the prosodic feature of stress will meet a lot of troubles. In fact, 

previous studies about the prosodic structure of Mandarin, that whether it is iambic or 

trochaic, are controversial (Wee, 2004). Research on the stress and prosodic structure of 

Zuoquan dialect has not yet seen. However, as mentioned in Chapter four, Zuoquan 

dialect belongs to Jin dialect. Jin dialect is the only dialect that does not belong to 

Mandarin in northern China. Thus, the prosodic structure of Zuoquan dialect may have 

its own characteristics. In next sections, the factors that will influence the prosody of 

Zuoquan dialect will be discussed. 

 

5.1 The grouping constraints of Zuoquan dialect 

To study the distribution of stress in Zuoquan folk songs, the lyrics need to be divided 

into groups at first. The unit of one group of the lyric will be regarded as a foot in this 

research. By observing the ten Zuoquan folk songs, some constraints which can influence 

the way of grouping have been concluded below. 
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(5-2) The constraints of syllable grouping. 

a. Max-Parse: All syllables must be footed. 

b. Close Components: The closer components in syntax need to be divided into one 

foot. 

c. Equal Duration: Each foot should have the same duration in music. 

d. Consistent Quantity: The number of foots should be consistent with the number 

of music units that constitutes the basic length of one foot. 

 

The constraint in (5-2a) requires that all the syllables need to be footed. By applying this 

rule, the foot with single number of syllables is allowed. This rule is friendly to solve the 

lyrics which are consisted of singular syllables. Recalling the example posted in (3-2), 

there are nine syllables in all for the lyric ‘爬山越岭我等你来呀’. With the rule of Max-

Parse, this sentence may be divided into four disyllabic foots with one monosyllabic foot 

‘爬山/越岭/我等/你来/呀’, or into three disyllabic foots with a trisyllabic foot ‘爬山/越

岭/我等你/来呀’. 

 Moving to the constraint in (5-2b), the close components mentioned in the rule have 

several types. One of this type is the single-morpheme word, such as 桃花 tao hua 

‘peach blossom’ or 樱桃 ying tao ‘cherry’. Another type of close components means 

those are at the lower level and have a closer distance in the syntactic hierarchical tree. 

Still take one sentence of a Zuoquan folk song as an example. The possible hierarchical 

structure is shown in (5-3).  
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(5-3) The hierarchical structure. 

 

 

 

Pinyin: pao   le   yi zao  ya  you yi      zao 

Gloss:   run       once   ah again once 

Translation: run again and again 

 
 

The sentence in (5-3) is chosen from a Zuoquan folk song called 会哥哥 hui ge ge 

‘meeting with Lover’. From the tree structure in (5-3), it is evident that there are five parts 

at the lowest level, which are [跑了 ][一遭 ][呀 ][又 ][一遭 ]. If the rule of Close 

Component is applied, then separately putting these five into foots is the most consistent 

with this rule. Another possible division is to group syllables from a higher level, so that 

there will be three foots, which are [跑了][一遭呀][又一遭]. 

 For the rule of (5-2c), it considers the possible effect of music on foot division. The 

same duration can be exemplified in (5-4). 

 

(5-4) The exemplified of Equal Duration. 

 
Pinyin:   zuo yan yan   tiao lai        you  yan yan    yang 

Gloss:    left  eye     pulse         right  eye       itch 

Translation: The left eye pulses and the right eye is itch. 
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The sentence in (5-4) is divided into four music measures. In each measure, there are 

three beats. To apply the constraint of Equal Duration for this sentence, the foot division 

is based on the bar line in the middle, which makes the duration of each foot in this 

sentence is the same. At the same time, syllables in each measure just belong to the same 

group in the syntactic structure, which meets the requirement of the Close Component as 

well.  

 The example in (5-4) can also be used to explain the rule in (5-2d). The basic unit of 

the musical length of the sentence in (5-4) is one music measure which contains three 

beats. In this sentence, there are four measures. To obey the rule in (5-2d), there should 

also exist four foots. Based on what have been discussed, we know that the sentence in 

(5-4) is divided into four foots, which are consistent with this rule. 

 Sometimes, these three rules will make effect simultaneously and may produce some 

conflicts. Therefore, it is necessary to find the sequence to rank the constraints according 

to their importance. There is a sentence in (5-5) that can be used to rank the importance 

of Close Components and Equal Duration. 

 

(5-5) Syllable grouping patterns of ‘樱桃好吃树难栽’. 

a. The transcription of 樱桃好吃树难栽. 

 

Pinyin: ying tao         hao chi  shu  nan      zai 

Gloss:  Cherry         well taste  tree difficult  plant  
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Translation: The cherry tastes delicious but difficult to plant. 

 

b. The grouping patterns of 樱桃好吃树难栽. 

Input: 樱桃好吃树难栽 Close Components Equal Duration 

☞i. [樱桃][好吃][树][难栽]  ** 

ii. [樱桃][好吃][树难][栽] *!  

 

This example is chosen from a Zuoquan folk song called called 有了心思慢慢来 You 

le xin si man man lai ‘Have Mind, Take your Time’. From the table in (5-5b), the foots in 

the two candidates are enclosed in square brackets. The candidate (5-5bi) meets the rule 

of Close Components, but violates Equal Duration twice in [树 ] and [难栽 ]. In 

comparison, the candidate (5-5bii) meets the rule of Equal Duration, but violates Close 

Component by combining ‘树’ and ‘难’ as one foot. Since the correct output is the 

candidate (5-5bi) and the candidate (5-5bii) is ruled out, it can be seen that the Close 

Components are more important than Equal Duration. 

 However, the importance of the other two constraints seems indistinguishable. The 

attempts of 跑了一遭呀又一遭 in (5-6) show this phenomenon. 

 

(5-6) Syllable grouping patterns of ‘跑了一遭呀又一遭’. 

Input: 跑了一遭呀又一遭 
Close 

Components 

Consistent 

Quantity  

Equal 

Duration 

Max-

Parse 

i. [跑了][一遭][呀][又][一遭]  *!* ****  

ii. [跑了][一遭呀][又一遭]  *! **  

☞iii. [跑了][一遭呀][又][一遭]   **  
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iv. [跑了][一遭][呀][又一遭]   ***!*  

v. [跑了][一遭呀][又一][遭] *!    

vi. [跑了][一遭][呀][又一][遭] *!  *  

vii. [跑了][一遭]呀[又][一遭]   ***! * 

 

In this example, the foots are still enclosed in square bracket. Syllables without a square 

bracket means it is not regarded as a foot, such as the ‘呀’ in (5-5vii).It can be inferred 

that the constraints of Close Components are the most important. The candidate (5-5v) 

and (5-5vi) are considered unqualified since they violate this constraint. The next three 

rules seem to be of equal importance in this example. No matter how the order of these 

three rules is arranged, the final result will not change. 

 Based on this ranking of constraints, all the sentences of the ten Zuoquan folk songs 

have been grouped and the stress of each foot can be observed. 

 

5.2 The prosodic stress of Zuoquan dialect. 

As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, there are several ways to represent the 

strong position in music. By observing the strong position of each foot, it can be 

concluded that most foot are the left-accented, which shows a trochaic pattern in prosody. 

Still use example of ‘跑了一遭呀又一遭’ to illustrate this pattern. Based on the grouping 

pattern in (5-6), the first two syllables form a foot. From the music score in (5-3), it can 

be seen that the first syllable 跑 has two beats, while the second syllable 了 has only 
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one beat, which means the first syllable is longer than the second syllable in music 

duration. Since the longer duration is an expression of stress, the first syllable will be 

stronger than the second syllable in this example. Here is another example. 

 

(5-7) The left-accented foot in Zuoquan folk song. 

 

Pinyin: xiao-shou-shou hong lai xiao-shou-shou bai 

Gloss:     little hands red ah little hands white 

Translation: The white little hands turned red when washing clothes. 

 

The foot division of this sentence in one music measure is like [小手手][红来][小手

手][白], which will obey all the four constraints. In the first foot, the first syllable of it 

occupies a quaver, which is longer than the last two syllables. Thus, 小 xiao ‘little’ is 

the accented syllable in this foot. The rhythm of the third syllable is the same. In the 

second foot, both the two syllables carry a quaver, which have the same music duration. 

Hence, the left syllable will also be stressed. According to the structural tree proposed by 

Heffner and Slevc (2015), the prosodic structure of this music measure can be illustrated 

as below. 

 

(5-8) The prosodic structure of 小手手红来小手手白. 
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PWd           PWd         PWd        PWd 

Foot-S         Foot-W       Foot-S      Foot-W 

Syl-S Syl-W Syl-W Syl-S Syl-W Syl-S Syl-W Syl-W Syl-S 

[小   手   手]   [红   来]   [小   手   手]   [白] 

 

The tree in (5-8) shows a hierarchical structure of prosody. From the bottom to top, the 

level are syllable, foot, and the phonological word respectively. It can continue to form 

larger units in this structure, but those will not be analyzed in this research. In the syllable 

and foot level, the S means strong and the W means weak. The division of strong and 

weak on syllable level has been talked earlier. For the foot level, the division of strong 

and weak is based on the time signature. The folk songs used in (5-8) has a 4/4 time 

signature, so that the first and the third beats will be strong, and the second and the fourth 

will be weak, which corresponds to the foot level.  

 Following this analysis, there are about 80% of the foot in the ten Zuoquan folk songs 

that have a [strong + weak] pattern, which shows a trochaic prosodic structure. Then, 

back to our key question: how melisma works in showing such a prosodic structure. In 

chapter one, it is mentioned that most syllables with melisma appear on the strong position 

in music, and the ability to carry melisma for syllables on strong positions in music is 

higher than those on weak positions. The specific data is indicated in (5-9). 

 

(5-9) The proportion of syllables with melisma appeared on strong and weak positions in 
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music. 

 

 Strong positions Weak positions 
Number of syllables with melisma 427 254 

Total syllables 613 559 
Proportion of syllables with melisma 69.7% 45.4% 

 

In these 427 syllables with melisma appeared on music strong position, more than half of 

the melisma appear in the foots with left-accented. Just like the first syllable 小 in the 

music score of (5-7), it is the accented syllable of its foot and also it has a melisma. 

Moreover, the last foot in ‘跑了一遭呀又[一遭]’ in (5-3) is also a left-accented foot by 

using melisma on the first syllable 一.  

 Although not all decorative sounds have this function, more than half of the 

probability can still explain that in many cases, melisma can indeed indicate the position 

of accent. The next chapter will focus on the function of melisma on the tone-tune 

correspondence. 
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Chapter Six 

THE ROLE OF MELISMA IN TONE-TUNE CORRESPONDENCE 

 

Many previous studies believe that there is a certain correspondence between melody and 

tone, so that the listener can recognize and understand the content of the lyrics. As 

mentioned in chapter three, there are two perspectives to observe this relationship. The 

first one is to compare the whole profile of F0 and music melody of the song. However, 

this way is more suitable for languages with few tonal categories and simple tonal contour. 

This study also tries to find the tone-tune correspondence in Zuoquan folk songs by using 

this way; however, the probability is not significant. In the language with relatively more 

tonal categories and more complex tonal contour, the relationship between language and 

music will be more complicated. The second way used in the study of Mandarin folk 

songs (Wee, 2007) requires the preservation of the tonal contrasts of adjacent syllables at 

the edges in the melody. In Mandarin, based on the position of the end of the tone and the 

tendency of the tone to extend, the four tones are divided into two groups. Tone 1 and 

tone 2 are ended at a higher position than that of tone 3and tone 4. Therefore, tone 1 and 

tone 2 carry the feature of [+ High], while tone 3and tone 4 carry a feature of [- High]. 

However, this way of dividing tonal categories is not applicable to Zuoquan dialect. As 

what we analyzed in chapter four, there are five categories in Zuoquan dialect. The F0 

profiles in (4-2) shows that all the five tones have a falling tendency, so that Zuoquan 

tones cannot be divided into different groups in a way of studying Mandarin tones. The 
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use of melisma is regarded as another possible way to study the tone-tune correspondence. 

 Before describing the melody contour that melisma can form, the ability of each tone 

to carry melisma has been examined first. The table in (5-10) shows the result of the 

proportion of each tone with melisma. 

 

(5-10) The proportion of each tone with melisma 

 Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4 Tone 5 
Number of syllables with melisma 182 116 166 155 62 

Overall number of syllables 281 193 285 307 108 

Proportion 64.8% 60.1% 58.2% 50.5% 57.4% 

 

The data shown in (5-10) is collected from the ten Zuoquan folk songs. It seems that there 

is no big difference of the five proportions, which means the ability of each tone to carry 

melisma is balanced. No refusal to melisma of each tone provides a premise for the further 

study.  

According to the description about the tonal property and the tone sandhi patterns of 

each tone in chapter four, the speculation of the contour that each tone may correspond 

can be made. For Yin Ping and Shang, the possibility of falling and dipping contour 

should be greater. The contour of Yang ping is more likely to be an upward one, because 

this tone will become a rising tone in sandhi position. The contour of Qu may be more 

flexible, because its tonal trend will change with the tone features chosen on the second 

mora. The contour of Ru would also be unstable, since there is no tone feature on the 

underlying form of Ru. In addition, one thing should be noted that in the absence of the 
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interference of other factors, there is a tendency for syllables to choose a simpler melody 

contour, that is, syllables are more inclined to form a rising or falling contour than a 

peaking or dipping one. This may also be reflected in this research. The rhythm of many 

Zuoquan folk songs is relatively fast, so that there may not be enough time to add overly 

complex melisma. The figures in (5-11) shows the proportion of four melody contour 

types formed by melisma carried by syllables with different tones. 

 

(5-11) The proportion of four melody contour types formed by melisma carried by 

syllables with different tones. 

 

The data shown in the above graph confirms our conjecture to some extent. Start with 

Yin Ping and Shang, the percentage of the falling and dipping contour both reach a higher 

level. This is consistent with the performance of this tone in the sandhi position and the 

citation position. The music measures shown in (5-12) demonstrates this correspondence. 
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(5-12) The melody contour of Yin Ping and Shang. 

a. Yin Ping at a sandhi position 

 

Pinyin:   shan-dan-dan ni-zhe kai- hua         

Gloss:      red lily  you the  blossom       

Translation: The red lily blossoms. 

 

b. Shang at the citation position 

 

Pinyin:  mei-mei ni kuai xie dian jian   ei        

Gloss:    sister you quick a bit  pick  ah 

Translation: You pick up it a little bit quickly. 

 

The syllables in the red circle is the target one. In (5-12a), the syllable 山 shan ‘hill’ in 

山丹丹 is at a sandhi position, because the tone of 丹 is also a Yin Ping. As the sandhi 

pattern discussed in chapter four, the tone value of syllable 山 will become [534], which 

is a dipping contour. In the music melody, the syllable 山 uses a melisma by adding two 

music notes 21 preceding the original note 2 to form a dipping melody. As for the syllable 

捡 jian ‘pick’ in (5-12b), it is at a citation position, so that the tonal contour of it is a 

falling one. Similarly, by adding a music note 5 before the original note 3, the music 
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contour also becomes a falling one. 

Except the much use of falling and dipping contour, the rising contour also accounts 

for a higher proportion. Most of this phenomenon occurs when the syllable is on a relative 

short space and the preceding music note can supplement the lacking of former falling 

trend. The two examples in (5-13) can explain this unexpected phenomenon of Yin Ping 

and Shang. 

 

(5-13) The examples of Yin Ping and Shang’s melody contour.  

a. The preceding supplement melody for Yin Ping. 

 
Pinyin: ni  bu yao  xin tiao 

Gloss: you  not  heart beats 

Translation: You do not be afraid. 

 

b. The preceding supplement melody for Shang. 

 
Pinyin:  wo jiu   da  lai 

Gloss:   I  just   hit  ah 

Translation: I will just hit (the tree). 

 

The target syllable in (5-13) are circled in red. In (5-13a), the syllable 心 xin ‘heart’ 
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carries a melisma which forms a rising contour. However, the preceding syllable 要 yao 

‘will’ carries a note of 3. When the next syllable 心 is sung, the melody will first falls 

from note 3 to note 2, which helps the syllable of 心 take over the note 3 pitch and make 

a trend of dipping contour. The condition of the syllable 打 da ‘hit’ is the same. It 

follows the preceding note 3 on syllable 就 jiu ‘just’ to make a dipping contour. 

 The results of Yang Ping in (5-11) are basically in line with the expectation. The 

proportion of the rising contour is the most which suggests that the tonal trend in sandhi 

position. The first beat of one music measure in (3-2) just reflects this correspondence.  

 

(5-14) The music measure in (3-2). 

 
Pinyin:       pa-shan yue-ling wo deng-ni   lai ya 

Gloss: clime-mountain cross-ridge I wait you come ah 

Tr: I’ll overcome the mountains and ridges and wait for you. 

 

The syllable 爬 pa ‘climb’ in 爬山 is at a sandhi position, because the syllable 山 

shan ‘mountain’ has a Yin Ping tone. Based on the sandhi pattern of Yang Ping mentioned 

in chapter four, the tone value of 爬 pa ‘climb’ will be [24], which is a rising tone. The 

music melody of 爬 pa ‘climb’ also uses melisma to add a music note  before the 

note 1, which forms a rising contour as well. In addition, the proportion of the falling 

contour is higher than that of the peaking and dipping one. One of the reasons is that Yang 
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Ping conforms the Simplicity principle, so that the complex contour of peaking and 

dipping will not to be chose. Another possible reason is that the falling contour is a 

reflection of the falling trend of this tone in citation position, which has been mentioned 

according to (4-2). Both of these two reasons may explain the higher proportion of the 

falling contour to a certain extent. 

 As for the Qu tone, the proportion of the rising and falling contour is almost the same. 

This result confirms the possible tonal property of Qu. When the second mora carries a 

[High] tone feature, the contour of Qu syllable will be a rising one. When the second mora 

carries a [low] tone feature, the contour of Qu syllable will become a falling one. However, 

the lowest proportion of the peaking contour should be caught attention. In chapter four, 

there is another possible tone feature that can be attached to the second mora, which is 

the [HL] feature (the value of [352]). If the Qu tone carries this tone feature, the contour 

will become a peaking one. Logically, the proportion of the peaking contour should not 

be so low. Yet, it could also be explained by regarding the latter falling as a result of 

physiological effects. If this is true, this ‘fake’ tonal expression will disappear when 

singers sing the song when the Qu syllable is followed by other lyrics or musical notes. 

 Moving on to Ru, the lower proportion of the peaking and dipping contour also 

conforms the Simplicity principle, just like the result of Yang Ping. However, there is 

another point worth noting here, that is, the proportion of the rising contour is much higher 

than that of the falling contour. Compared with the other four tones, its proportion of the 

falling contour is at a normal range. The only thing needed to explain here is why the 
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proportion of the rising contour is so high. According to the recording of Zuoquan folk 

songs, it is found that some of the Ru syllables will not be glottalized, and at the same 

time, the tonal categories will change into the other four. The following music score in 

(5-15) illustrates this phenomenon. 

 

(5-15) The released Ru tone. 

 

Pinyin:  da-mai xiao-mai you yang-hua 

Gloss:    barley wheat again blooming 

Translation: Barley and aheat is blooming again. 

 

In the music measure in (5-15), the target syllable of Ru is 麦 mai ‘wheat’ with a red 

circle. This syllable is originally with a Ru tone. But in this music measure, it may be 

because the melody corresponding to this syllable has a longer duration, so the glottal 

stop of Ru is released and the tone becomes a Qu tone. Therefore, it is reasonable for this 

syllable to carry a rising contour. 

 Of course, the above description is only to explain the rationality of the result in (5-

11) from a macro perspective. It does not mean that every syllable with melisma will 

definitely have a music melody that is consistent with the tonal contour of the syllable. 

However, even with some exceptions, it cannot be denied that the melisma plays a role 

in the realization of tonal information. 
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Chapter Seven 

CONCLUSION 

 

The studies on how the language and music are related haven been done for a long time. 

The most research area about the two disciplines is from the perspective of cognition, to 

indicate their same evolution and development of human brain, and the shared sound 

processing mechanisms. Another research aspect that researchers are concerned about is 

to compare the interface or the relations between the elements of the two domains. The 

relevant elements in language are the prosodic structure and the tone, while in music, the 

elements are the stress, rhythm, etc. This research has focused on the structure and pitch 

contour of language and music, with a cue called melisma, to analyze the relationship 

between Zuoquan folk songs and Zuoquan dialect. By dealing with this unique language, 

different conclusions from Mandarin may be drawn. In the structure relations of music 

and language, most materials show that Zuoquan dialect may be a trochaic language, in 

which the stressed syllable is often on the left position of a foot. In this parallel, the fact 

that most melisma prefers appearing at the strong position in music suggests that melisma 

can play a role of prompting the position of the accent in language as well. In addition, 

although not every syllable’s music contour with melisma matches the corresponding 

tonal contour, the melody formed by melisma reflects the properties of each tone 

categories of Zuoquan dialect. 

 Music and language are both complex domains. The parallel of them will involves 
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multiple factors, while the use of melisma in this research is only one of them. This 

research only examines the role of melisma from a macro perspective. But from a more 

specific point of view, how melisma combined with other elements to express the 

characteristics of language and music requires a further research in the future. Besides, 

taking the perception experiments in the research can also be considered. 
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Appendices 

 

Appendix 1: Ten Zuoquan Folk Songs 

 

1) Tao hua hong xing hua bai  桃花红杏花白 (Peach Blossoms Red, Apricot Blossoms 

White) 

2) Fen he liu shui hua la la  汾河流水哗啦啦 (The Water of Fenhe River Clatters) 

3) Da suan zao  打酸枣 (Picking Sour Jujube) 

4) Hui ge ge  会哥哥 (Meeting with Lover) 

5) Xi yi shang  洗衣裳 (Wash Clothes) 

6) Xiang qaing mei  想情妹 (Miss the Loved Girl) 

7) Tu di huan jia 土地还家 (Divide the Land to People) 

8) Tai hang shan hao di fang 太行山好地方 (Taihang Mountain, a Good Place) 

9) You le xin si man man lai 有了心思慢慢来 (Have Mind, Take your Time) 

10) Ku xiang si  苦相思 (Painful Lovesickness) 
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Appendix 2: Transcription of the Ten Folk Songs 

 

1) 桃花红杏花白 Tao hua hong xing hua bai [Peach Blossoms Red, Apricot Blossoms 

White] 
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2) 汾河流水哗啦啦 Fen he liu shui hua la la [The Water of Fenhe River Clatters] 
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3) 打酸枣 Da suan zao [Picking Sour Jujube] 
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4) 会哥哥 Hui ge ge [Meeting with Lover] 
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5) 洗衣裳 Xi yi shang [Wash Clothes] 
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6) 想情妹 Xiang qaing mei [Miss the Loved Girl] 
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7) 土地还家 Tu di huan jia [Divide the Land to People] 
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8) 太行山好地方 Tai hang shan hao di fang [Taihang Mountain, a Good Place] 

 

Slow 

 

 
 

Fast 
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9) 有了心思慢慢来 You le xin si man man lai [Have Mind, Take your Time] 
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10) 苦相思 Ku xiang si [Painful Lovesickness] 
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Appendix 3: The wordlist of Zuoquan dialect 

 

σ1    
σ2

 Yin Ping Yang Ping Shang Qu Ru Toneless 

Yin 
Ping 

阴天  
yin tian 
cloudy 

秋葵  
qiu kui 

okra 

疯狗  
feng gou 
crazy dog 

三个(人)  
san ge 

three (people) 

呼吸  
hu xi 
breath 

东西  
dong xi 
thing 

针锥  
zhen zhui 

needle cone 

终于  
zhong yu 
eventually 

三种  
san zhong 
three types 

相信  
xiang xin 
believe 

风湿  
feng shi 

rheumatism 

兄弟  
xiong di 
brother 

春风 

chun feng 
spring breeze 

家人  
jia ren 
family 

浇水  
jiao shui 
watering 

文艺  
wen yi 

literature and art 

舒服  
shu fu 

comfortable 

 

威逼  
wei bi 
threat 

 
三本(书)  
san ben 

three (books) 

鸡蛋  
ji dan 
egg 

  

开枪  
kai qiang 

shoot 

 
修改  

xiu gai 
modify 

安静  
an quan 

quiet 

  

  
优点  

you dian 
advantage 

医院  
yi yuan 
hospital 

  

  
丢脸  

diu lian 
disgrace 

生气  
sheng qi 

angry 

  

  

端午  
duan wu 

Dragon Boat 
Festival 

天地  
tian di 

universe 

  

  
家里  
jia li 

at home 

帮助  
bang zhu 

help 

  

   
军队  

jun dui 
army 

  

   
安慰  

an wei 
comfort 

  

Yang 
Ping 

燃烧  
ran shao 

burn 

农民  
nong min 

farmer 

儿女  
er nv 

children 

茶具  
cha ju 
tea set 

颜色  
yan se 
color 

眉毛  
mei mao 
eyebrow 
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神经  
shen jing 

nerve 

文人  
wen ren 

scribblers 

牛奶  
niu nai 
milk 

情绪  
qing xu 
emotion 

零食  
ling shi 
snacks 

含糊  
han hu 
vague 

轮胎  
lun tai 
tyre 

抬头  
tai tou 

raise head 

寒冷  
han leng 

cold 

毛病  
mao bing 

shortcoming 

回答  
hui da 
answer 

头发  
tou fa 
hair 

茶花(儿)  
cha hua 
camellia 

  
奇迹  
qi ji 

miracle 

潮湿  
chao shi 

wet 

萝卜  
luo bo 
radish 

   
阳历  

yang li 
solar calendar 

蝴蝶  
hu die 

butterfly 

 

    
题目  
ti mu 
topic 

 

Shang 

赏花  
shang hua 

enjoy flowers 

海洋  
hai yang 

ocean 

检讨  
jian tao 
review 

晚饭  
wan fan 
dinner 

漂白  
piao bai 
bleach 

祖宗  
zu zong 
ancestor 

老师  
lao shi 
teacher 

保存  
bao cun 

preservation 

举手  
ju shou 

raise hands 

走路  
zou lu 
walk 

曲目  
qu mu 
song 

耳朵  
er duo 

ear 
水杯  

shui bei 
cup 

狗贼  
gou zei 
evildoer 

好友  
hao you 

good friend 

美玉  
mei yu 

beautiful jade 

五一  
wu yi 

May 1st 

尾巴  
wei ba 

tail 

五张  
wu zhang 
five pages 

水壶  
shui hu 
kettle 

美女  
mei nv 

beautiful 
woman 

赏画  
shang hua 

enjoy paintings 

 
口袋  

kou dai 
pocket 

眼睛  
yan jing 

eye 

美鱼  
mei yu 

beautiful fish 

 
五脏  

wu zang 
five viscera 

  

火花  
huo hua 

spark 

  
眼镜  

yan jing 
glasses 

  

海军  
hai jun 
navy 

  
火化  

huo hua 
cremation 

  

普通  
pu tong 
ordinary 

  
九块(糖)  
jiu kuai 

nine (candies) 

  

手枪  
shou qiang 

  姐妹  
jie mei 
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pistol sister 

   
广告  

guang gao 
advertisement 

  

   
扫地  
sao di 

sweep the floor 

  

   
脚步  

jiao bu 
pace 

  

Qu 

唱歌  
chang ge 

sing 

大门  
da men 

door 

大米  
da mi 
rice 

浪费  
lang fei 
waste 

四十  
si shi 
forty 

棒槌  
bang chui 

mallet 

路灯  
lu deng 

road lamp 

对联  
dui lian 
couplet 

外语  
wai yu 
foreign 

languages 

世界  
shi jie 
world 

放学  
fang xue 

leave 
school 

胃口  
wei kou 
appetite 

上山  
shang shan 

uphill 

放人 

fang ren 
release people 

父母  
fu mu 

parents 

运动  
yun dong 
exercise 

认识  
ren shi 
know 

跪下  
gui xia 
kneel 

陌生  
mo sheng 
strange 

木头  
mu tou 
wood 

报纸  
bao zhi 

newspaper 

创造  
chuang zao 

create 

数目  
shu mu 
number 

豆腐  
dou fu 
tofu 

蜜蜂  
mi feng 

honeybee 

热情 

re qing 
enthusiasm 

痛苦  
tong ku 

pain 

布置  
bu zhi 

arrangement 

爱国  
ai guo 

Patriotism 

 

  
购买  

gou mai 
buy 

救命 

jiu ming 
help 

艺术  
yi shu 

art 

 

  
梦想  

meng xiang 
dream 

进步  
jin bu 

improve 

  

  
糯米  

nuo mi 
glutinous rice 

记录  
ji lu 

record 

  

  
后悔  

hou hui 
regret 

绿豆  
lv dou 
mung 

  

   
热闹  
re nao 
lively 
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钥匙  

yao shi 
key 

  

Ru 

十三  
shi san 
thirteen 

突然  
tu ran 

suddenly 

节省  
jie sheng 

save 

出去  
chu qu 
go out 

职业  
zhi ye 

occupation 

学生  
xue sheng 

student 

白天  
bai tian 
daytime 

国旗  
guo qi 

national flag 

缺水  
que shui 

lack of water 

活动  
huo dong 
activity 

发达  
fa da 

developed 
发疯  

fa feng 
go crazy 

核桃  
he tao 
walnut 

月饼  
yue bing 

mooncake 

接受  
jie shou 
accept 

特别  
te bie 

special 
十斤  
shi jin 

ten catties 

 
发痒  

fa yang 
tickled 

插画  
cha hua 

illustration 

 

  
合理  
he li 

reasonable 

押韵  
ya yun 
rhyme 

 

  
集体  
ji ti 

collective 

吸气  
xi qi 

inhale 

 

   
宿舍  
su she 

dormitory 

 

   
失望  

shi wang 
disappointment 

 

   
出汗  

chu han 
sweat 

 

   
习惯  

xi guan 
habit 

 

 
 

 


